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Copyright Basics
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Copyright Basics
• Protects written words, videos, photos,
drawings, audio recordings, unless they are
in the public domain.
• Does not protect ideas, facts, or opinions.
• No registration is required.
• Gives the owner the exclusive right to
reproduce, distribute, perform, or display
the work.
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Copyright Basics

Public Domain:
• Works whose copyright has elapsed; unless a work was
created before 1925, you should assume that it is
protected by copyright

Social Media ≠ Public Domain
Internet ≠ Public Domain
• Note also: Works created by the Federal
Government are not protected by copyright
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Copyright Basics
So how can I lawfully use a copyrighted
work?
• Authorization (a license)
or
• Justification under a recognized defense (Fair Use)
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Copyright Basics
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Authorization
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Authorization
Authorization does not have to be formal:
--In optimal circumstances, you would like a license
with all the bells and whistles, but sometimes news
exigencies make that impossible.
--Better to get something, even if it’s not perfect. A
license can be obtained by a quick email or via social
media.
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Wow, That’s A Great Picture – Can I Use it?
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Authorization
If possible, your informal license
should :
•
•
•

Identify the work (usually a photo or video) you’d like to use
State the purpose (e.g., “for use in all future broadcast reports and
online articles” on [name of station]
Obtain representation that the poster is the creator of the work
Example (response to Twitter photo):
Hi! We’d like to use the photo above in print and online. By
agreeing, you certify that you have the full rights to license this
photo.
– [Your Name], [name of station]
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Authorization
Authorization via
Terms of Service or Terms of Use:
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Authorization
Note:
The copyrights to social media images
usually belong to the photographer or
whoever created the content. They do
not belong to the social media companies,
and thus those companies generally MAY
NOT grant you a license via their terms
of service.
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Authorization
Cautionary Tale:
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Authorization
Publicity Materials
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•

)
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Authorization
Take-aways:
•

It is always safer to get permission than to
rely on “fair use”

•

Permission does not have to be formal

•

But make sure you are getting permission
from someone who is authorized to give it

•

Copyright infringement is “$trict liability”
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Understanding Fair Use
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Using Works Without Authorization

It is the way a work is used that
determines where it is
a “fair use.”
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Fair Use
17 U.S.C. § 107 factors:
•

The purpose and character of the use, including
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for
nonprofit educational purposes, and whether the
use is transformative

•

The nature of the copyrighted work

•

The amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole

•

The effect of the use upon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work

Newsworthiness ≠ Fair Use
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More Likely NOT a Fair Use
1.

Work is used to enliven report

2.

It is dominant element of your report

3.

It has never been published

4.

It was created by someone in the business of selling
to news organizations

5.

It is used in promotion or advertising

6.

It is reused from your archive with another report
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Examples
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More Likely a Fair Use
1.

The story is about the existence of the Work
and/or comments on it.

2.

Only an excerpt is used. If a photo, it is smaller,
and lower resolution than original. If video, a
short clip.

3.

It has already been published

4.

Photo was not taken by a professional
photographer
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Example
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Example
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Tips to Maximize Fair Use
• Add context, new information, commentary, or
analysis specifically about the photo or video
• Use only as much as you need; not one bit more
• Alter the original to include text, images, or
markers
• Crop to focus on specific elements (but retain ©
info on photos!)
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Social Media ≠ Automatic License
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Social Media ≠ Automatic License
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Social Media
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Final Takeaways
•

Content you find online is not free, nor without risk

•

Don’t use other people’s original content without a license
or written permission

•

Providing attribution to the creator of the content won’t
cut it

•

Including a link to the site from which the copied content
came won’t cut it

•

Fair use is always risky – seek legal advice
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The Right of Publicity
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Misappropriation/Right of Publicity
• The unauthorized use of
• A person’s name or likeness for
• One’s own benefit
- Sometimes must be for a “commercial
purpose”
DEFENSE: Use of likeness is “newsworthy” or
rationally connected to a matter of legitimate public
concern.
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State Laws Vary
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Avoiding Right of Publicity Liability
• Avoid associating famous individuals with
station promotions
• The more popular/famous the celebrity or
brand, the greater the risk
• Safest route: get permission
• When in doubt, ASK!
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Questions?
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